
FixIT. On-Demand 
Support Services

Delivering help when you need it via our customized incident-based support services.
Forthright’s FixIT Subscription Support Services are designed to provide clients with a cost-effective safety net for issues 
that arise within their environment. Utilizing an incident-based service model, clients can custom configure Forthright 
FixIT support to meet their unique needs and budget.

BUILD YOUR PACKAGE

Everything needed to get back to business. Forthright’s holistic approach provides comprehensive support for our client’s 
complete application delivery environment, enabling us to effectively address whatever goes wrong, and expedite the return 
to normal operations. Adding Forthright’s award-winning IT engineering resources, clients can get the assistance they need 
with post-support, advanced remediation, and break fix.

Support configured to the unique needs (and budgets) of each client. All FixIT packages start with two (2) support tickets, 
each offering unlimited phone support. From there, clients can custom configure FixIT support to meet their unique needs 
– increasing the number of tickets, selecting response SLAs, and adding enterprise engineering services to their service 
contract.

SAMPLE PACKAGES



FixIT tickets are valid for one year from date of purchase. 
The minimum ticket purchase is two (2). By purchasing a 
three (3), eight (8), or multi-ticket pack, clients can take 
advantage of a built-in discount for all tickets purchased. 

Each ticket is designated to address one incident. An 
incident is defined as a question relating to a specific, 
discrete issue and may involve several interactions with 
Forthright prior to resolution. Separate support tickets 
must be purchased for assistance with multiple support 
incidents.

Ticket resolution is defined as restoration of service. 
Additional advanced remediation, development of 
RCAs, scripting, automation, break fix, or any other IT 
engineering needs, are not included in ticket resolution, 
but can be addressed with additional paid engineering 
services.

Clients will assign an individual as the primary point of 
contact (POC) for Forthright FixIT support. This individual 
will be responsible for authorizing who can open support 
tickets, expedition of tickets, acquisition of additional 
tickets, and any ther management decisions relating to 
FixIT support.

Tickets will be addressed based on the specific SLA level 
purchased. A client can elect to upgrade the SLA level 
on any remaining tickets, but this must be authorized by 
the primary POC and can only be done during normal 
business hours of 9-5, M-F. 

Tickets are pre-paid and non-refundable. An open ticket 
cannot be credited back or refunded, even if the issue was 
resolved without help from a Forthright support engineer 
(e.g., finding the answer in the product documentation, 
knowledge base, or on your own).

PRIORITY MATRIX

PROGRAM DETAILS

TECHNOLOGIES SUPPORTED

Support contract SLAs determine when 
tickets are addressed. Working with our 
clients, Forthright prioritizes tickets based 
on the impact and urgency of issue being 
reported. This ensures optimal response 
times.

To measure impact we ask, “How many  
users are affected?” To measure urgency 
we ask, “How critical is it to the business?”


